
Personalised Gifts   
Personalise

with a name

A. GIN O’CLOCK BALLOON GLASS WITH 
STAINLESS STEEL STRAW
You know what time it is! It’s always Gin O’Clock 
with your very own personalised Balloon Glass. A 
wonderful gift for any gin lover, the 64cl capacity 
holds a generous measure of gin and your 
favourite mixer.
41076 £18/€22.00
Personalise adding a name up to 12 characters 
including spaces. The wording ‘‘Knock Knock it’s Gin 
O’clock’’ is fixed text.

A. 
GIN O’CLOCK 
BALLOON
GLASS WITH
STAINLESS
STEEL STRAW

£18
€22.00

LUXURY LEATHER

£12

B. 
LEATHER 
KEYRING

£12
€14.50



FREE PERSONALISATION2

A. 
STAINLESS STEEL
LIGHTER

£12
€14.50

A. STAINLESS STEEL LIGHTER
Zippo style lighter with either a shiny gold or shiny chrome finish– fits perfectly into your pocket! Supplied 
empty of fuel. Cannot be sold to people under 18 years of age. H7 x W3.8 x D1.2 cm
 Gold 41010 Chrome 41011   £12/€14.50 Each
Personalise up to 3 Lines, 10 characters per line including spaces

A.  
GOLD

A.  
CHROME

Stainless steel lighter ONLY £12£12 €14.50

EACH

Dear Customer

Thank you for taking the time to look at our personalised range of products that bring 
warmth & connection to your nearest & dearest.

Soon there will be an order form and website that you can order through, in the 
meantime please feel free to order from here through your VivaMK Distributor, who 
will be delighted to take your order.

Thank you for all your support of our small business with a huge heart of self-
employed Distributors.  

MICHAEL KHATKAR
MANAGING DIRECTOR

Personalised Gifts by   



B. 
33CL WHISKEY TUMBLER

£16/€19.50

C. 
51CL BRANDY GLASS

£17/€20.50

3

B. 33CL WHISKEY TUMBLER
This beautiful contemporary glass makes the perfect 
personalised gift. The elegant design holds up to 33cl   
of whisky; plenty of room for a whisky on the rocks. It 
has a heavy solid base and is made from quality lead-
free crystal.
41008    £16/€19.50
Personalise up to 5 lines with up to 20 characters per line 
including spaces.

C. 51CL BRANDY GLASS
Made from lead free crystal for enhanced durability 
and clarity this stunning brandy glass combines classic 
design with elegant style.  The enlarged balloon shape 
of the glass ensures it can be comfortably cupped in  
one hand.
41057  £17/€20.50
Personalise up to 5 lines with up to 20 characters per line 
including spaces.

D. PINT BEER TANKARD
Treat a friend or loved one to their very own 
personalised tankard with its strong base and handle its 
perfect for enjoying a pint of their favourite beer or cider.  
 41001  £18/€22
Personalise up to 5 lines with up to 20 characters per line 
including spaces. 

€14.50

D. 
PINT BEER TANKARD

£18/€22

Personalise your glassware FROM
ONLY £16£16

€19.50
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A.  
LILAC

Stainless
Steel 

WATER
BOTTLE

£25
ONLY

Personalise
with a name

LEAKPROOF

ECO FRIENDLY

HIGH GRADE
MATERIAL

TEMPERATURE
CONTROL

BPA FREE, REUSABLE AND 
SUSTAINABLE

AIRTIGHT, SCREW TOP LID 
PREVENTING LEAKS AND 
PRESERVING FRESHNESS

PREMIUM RUST RESISTANT
STAINLESS STEEL

LATEST DOUBLE WALL 
TECHNOLOGY KEEPS 
DRINKS HOT OR COLD

€30

KEEPS DRINKS HOT OR COLD

A.  
LILAC

FREE PERSONALISATION4



A. STAINLESS 
STEEL 500ML  
DRINKS BOTTLE
These stainless 
steel bottles are 
environmentally 
friendly, durable 
and suitable for 
every day use. 
A great way to 
ensure you keep 
hydrated whether 
at the gym, hiking 
or during your 
commute. With a 
leak proof design 
and using the 
latest double 
wall technology 
these bottles keep 
your drinks hot 
for up to 9 hours 
and cold for up 
to to 18 hours. 
A great bottle 
for preserving 
freshness when 
filled with coffee 
or smoothies. 
Easy to fit in bike 
water bottle cages 
and cup holders 
in cars.
H26 x W6.7cm
Lilac
41069
Silver
41003 
Metallic Blue  
41004 
Metallic Red  
41070
Rose Gold
41071
Matt Black
41072
Gold
41005 

£25/€30 Each
Personalise with 
up to 20 characters 
including spaces. 

A.  
METALLIC
BLUE

A.  
ROSE
GOLD

A.  
SILVER

A.  
METALLIC
RED

A.  
MATT
BLACK

A.  
GOLD

LEAKPROOF

ECO FRIENDLY

HIGH GRADE
MATERIAL

TEMPERATURE
CONTROL

30

KEEPS DRINKS HOT OR COLD

5
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A. SOLID OAK PHOTO 
STORAGE BOX
Deluxe solid oak box with 
glass photo frame top. A 
gorgeous keepsake box 
ideal for storing special 
memories and trinkets. 
L20 x W17 x H6cm
41029 £45/€54
Personalise with up to 2 lines 
up to 20 characters each line 
including spaces.

B. WHITE WOOD TEA 
LIGHT HOLDER
Beautifully simple, our 
personalised white wood 
tea light holder is just the 
thing for celebrating any 
event. The simple design is 
enhanced with its wooden 
construction and white 
painted finish. Tea light not 
included. 
W7 x D7 x H10cm
41024 £20/€24
Personalise with up to 5 
lines 12 characters per line 
including spaces. 

C. SOLID OAK PHOTO 
FRAME
Celebrate any occasion 
with this beautiful solid oak 
photo frame. This gorgeous 
gift is ideal for treasuring 
your dearest memories 
and can be engraved 
with any message of your 
choice. Whether you are 
celebrating a birthday, 
wedding anniversary or just 
want a gift to remember 
a special occasion, look 
no further than this 
personalised oak frame.
L30.2 x W17.2 x D1.3cm
41030  £35/€42
Personalise with up to 5 
lines 18 characters per line 
including spaces. 

Gifts for the home

A. 
SOLID OAK PHOTO 
STORAGE BOX

£45
€54

B. 
WHITE WOOD TEA 
LIGHT HOLDER

£20
€24

FREE PERSONALISATION
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D. SOLID BEECH 
WOODEN PHONE 
STAND
This solid beech wooden 
holder is suitable for a 
range of different devices. 
The recipient will never 
forget where they left 
their phone, iPad or tablet 
ever again. 
L10 x D7.3 x H2.5cm
41031  £19/€23
Personalise with up to 
15 characters including 
spaces. 

E. SOLID OAK 
JEWELLERY TIDY
Beautiful solid oak 
jewellery tidy and 
watch stand that can be 
personalised to make 
a truly unique and 
sentimental gift. The 
tray can be used to keep 
cufflinks, earrings or even 
loose change as required. 
L18 x W10.5 x H8cm
41032  £35/€42
Personalise with up to 
20 characters including 
spaces. 

Gifts for the home

C. 
SOLID OAK  
PHOTO FRAME

£35
€42

E.  SOLID OAK JEWELLERY TIDY

£35/€42

D. 
SOLID BEECH WOODEN PHONE 
STAND

£19
€23
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A. 
HANGING SLATE HEART

£19/€23

B. 
SLATE COASTER

£12/€14.50

A. HANGING SLATE HEART
Gorgeous natural slate sign with
rustic hanging rope. A lovely addition to any home. 
Personalise with a family name and post code or a 
special date or occasion for a permanent keepsake. 
Also great as a wedding favour or decoration.
W15 x L15cm  41053 £19/€23
Personalise with up to 4  lines 18 characters per line 
including spaces. 

B. SLATE COASTER
With protective rubber feet and a traditional design, 
a personalised slate coaster makes the perfect gift.
H10 x W10cm
41009 £12/€14.50
Personalise up to 5 lines up to 18 characters per line
including spaces.

D. 
BISCUIT JAR

£25/€30

C. 
GLASS COFFEE MUG

£14/€17

FREE PERSONALISATION
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C. GLASS COFFEE MUG
A great gift for coffee buffs,
hot chocolate lovers or even
mulled wine drinkers! The
classic latte style mug boasts a 
comfortable handle and a 38cl 
capacity.
41015  £14/€17
Personalise up to 5 lines up to
10 characters per line including 
spaces.

D. BISCUIT JAR
Who ate all the biscuits? We’re 
sure that everyone knows 
someone who could use this – a 
sturdy glass personalised biscuit 
jar. It has a tight push-on lid 
to keep those yummy biscuits 
fresh.  1.9L capacity.
H20 x W14.6cm
41054 £25/€30
Personalise up to 5 lines up to 
10 characters per line including 
spaces

E. WOODEN TRAY
This handmade personalised 
wooden tray is a lovely way to 
deliver breakfast in bed to your 
loved one.
W30 x D17x H5cm
41055 £22/€26.50
Personalise with up to 25 
characters including spaces. 

F. SLATE PLATTER
Wow your dinner guests when 
you bring out this gorgeous 
and unique natural slate 
board.A perfect addition to 
your own home, or a sweet and 
entertaining gift for someone 
special. W30 x H22 cm.
41056  £15/€18
Personalise up to 5 lines and up 
to 20 characters per line including 
spaces.

F. 
SLATE PLATTER

£15/€18

GIFTS FOR THE HOME
£15FROM

ONLY

€18

E. 
WOODEN TRAY

£22/€26.50



C. 3D WOOD PRINT BEAR 
FAMILY
This personalised print with 3D 
bears crafted from wood makes 
a lovely addition to the family 
home. Just add names to create 
your eye catching and unique 
design. 
Frame H23 X W26 cm
Print H17 X W22 cm
41073 £27/€32.50
Personalise with family name, est 
date and up to 6 names up to 10 
characters per name (additional 
Bears will be printed to match). 
‘The’ ‘Family’ and ‘Est’ are fixed text.

B. 3D WOOD PRINT TEAM 
SHIRT Featuring two 3D 
wooden shirts this is the perfect 
gift for any football crazy couple. 
Just add names and numbers 
to create a special gift, great 
for a wedding, engagement or 
anniversary present.    
Frame H26 X W23 cm 
Print H22 X W17 cm
41074 £27/€32.50
Personalise with Team name, Shirt 
number Est. date and 2 names up 
to 10 characters per name. ‘Team’ 
and ‘Est’ are fixed text.

A. 3D WOOD PRINT YOU 
COMPLETE ME
Let that special someone know 
how much you love them with 
this 3D wooden jigsaw print. Add 
two names and an Est. date to 
make a heart felt and irreplaceable 
keepsake gift.  
Frame H26 X W23 cm
Print H22 X W17 cm
41075 £27/€32.50
Personalise with 2 names up to 10 
characters per name and Est date up 
to 4 characters. ‘You complete me’, ‘the 
perfect match’ and ‘Est’ are fixed text.

   D Wooden
Prints
3

£27

10

€32.50
EACH

Presented 
in a wooden  

frame

ONLY

A. 

B. 

C. 

FREE PERSONALISATION
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D. FAMILY WELLY BOOT FRAMED 
PRINT
A truly bespoke gift celebrating a 
special family. Perfect for any room, 
a lovely gift to celebrate a new 
home or new family member.
Frame H23 X W26 cm 
Print H17 X W22 cm
41033 £19/€23
Personalise with Family name and 
up to 6 additional names up to 12 
characters per name (6th Welly will 
be printed if 6 names are added) and 
Year up to 4 characters. “The” and 
“Family” is fixed text.

E. I LOVE YOU TO THE MOON AND 
BACK FRAMED PRINT
Let them know your love for 
them is out of this world with 
this personalised print. Add the 
recipients name along with your 
own special message for a unique 
heartfelt gift. 
Frame H26 X W23 cm
Print H22 X W17 cm
41034 £19/€23
Personalise with name at top plus 2 
lines at the bottom. 25  character per 
line including spaces.‘I love you to the 
moon and back’’ is fixed text.

F. WATER COLOUR LOVE 
HEART FRAMED PRINT
Gift them your heart 
with our personalised 
watercolour heart print. 
Just add initials and year 
to create a stunning piece 
of art.
Frame H23 X W26 cm 
Print H17 X W22 cm
41035 £19/€23
Personalise with 2 letters 
and year. ‘‘&’’ and ‘‘EST’’ is 
fixed text.

£19
€23

EACH

Presented 
in a wooden  

frame

Prints for
Everyone ONLY

D. 

E. 

F. 
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Gin & Tonic

Peach Bellini

A.  
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY

A.  
HOME
SWEET
HOME

A.  
WITH
LOVE

A.  
THANKS A
MILLION



313

A. OCCASIONS LARGE SCENTED TIN CANDLE
Personalise our large scented tin candles for a special gift that’s sure to look lovely in any home. Simply add 
your special message to be engraved on the lid and the recipient is sure to love the soft, light candle scents 
and 40 hours of burn time. The gorgeous foil detail on the tin packaging is designed to twinkle delicately in 
the candle light. Choose from six designs covering every occasion from birthdays and weddings to a simple 
thank you or congratulations. The Home Sweet Home and Thanks A Million tins have a subtle gin and tonic 
scent. The Happily Ever After and Cheers To You tins have the sweet and delicately fresh scent of pink fizz.  
The Happy Birthday and With Love tins have the soft, fruity scent of Peach Bellini.
H7.2 x D7.5 cm
Cheers To You 41077 With Love 41079
Happily Ever After 41078 Happy Birthday 41080
Thanks A Million 41082 Home Sweet Home 41081
£18 €22 Each
Personalise with up to 5 lines up to 20 characters per line including spaces.

Pink Fizz          

Occasions SCENTED CANDLE TINS
ONLY

£18
€22

A.  
HAPPILY
EVER
AFTER

A.  
CHEERS
TO YOU

EACH



FREE PERSONALISATION14

A. COUPLES WEDDING CAKE TOPPER
This unique cake topper will look stunning on any wedding cake.  The acrylic topper in a choice of two 
colours will add instant chic to your wonderful wedding. Just add your new surname and enjoy.
H18 x L15 x W0.3cm
Mr & Mrs Gold  41044    Silver  41045
Mr & Mr Gold  41046    Silver  41047
Mrs & Mrs Gold  41048    Silver  41049
£15/€18 Each
Personalise with a name up to 20 chracters including spaces. ‘Mr & Mrs’,  ‘Mr & Mr’ and ‘Mrs & Mrs’ is fixed text.

A.  
MR & MRS

COUPLES CAKE 
TOPPER ONLY

£15
€18EACH

Personalise
with a name

A.  
MRS & MRS

A.  
MR & MR



315

B. COUPLES CHAMPAGNE FLUTE SET
Set of two 21cl champagne glasses to toast the happy couple. Superb 
engagement, wedding or anniversary gift, the happy couple can 
treasure and use over and over again.
Mr & Mrs 41050 Mr & Mr 41051
Mrs & Mrs 41052 £22/€26.50 Each Set
Personalise with up to 2 lines 12 characters per line including spaces. The 
wording ‘Mr’ and ‘Mrs’ is fixed text.

B.  
MR & MRS

B.  
MRS & MRS

B.  
MR & MR

COUPLES CHAMPAGNE FLUTE 
SET ONLY

£22
€26.50

EACH SET
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Time for WINE

A. 
ONLY

£15
€18

B. 
ALWAYS TIME FOR 
WINE COASTER

£12
€14.50

C. 
STAINLESS STEEL 
WINE GLASS

£27
€32.50

C.  
PASTEL
PINK

C.  
SILVER

C.  
BABY
BLUE

FREE PERSONALISATION
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A. IMPERIAL WINE GLASS 25CL
The perfect glass for any wine fanatic. Elegant 
design.
41014 £15/€18
Personalise with up to 5 lines 20 characters per 
line including spaces. 

B. ALWAYS TIME FOR WINE SLATE COASTER
Natural slate coaster perfect for resting your 
favourite glass of wine on.
W10 x L10cm 
41068 £12/€14.50
Personalise with a name up to 12 characters. The 
wording ‘There’s Always Time for Wine’ is fixed 
text.

C. STAINLESS STEEL WINE GLASS
Perfect for picnics or just for enjoying a tipple in 
the garden. This stainless steel wine glass with 
sip lid keeps your drink cool whilst being safe 
and shatterproof for outdoor use
41063  Silver
41065  Pastel Pink
41064  Baby Blue 
£27/€32.50 Each
Personalise with 1 line up to 12 characters 
including spaces.

D. SOLID BEECH TEALIGHT HOLDER
Stunning solid beech wooden tealight holder. 
A simple and elegant gift for family and friends 
for almost any occasion. Tea lights not included.
L15.1 x H5.6 x D4.6cm
41036  £19/€23
Personalise with up to 3 lines 20 characters per 
line including spaces. 

E. SLATE HEART PLATTER
This heart shaped slate serving board can 
be used as a lovely centre piece or as place 
settings at the dinner table. Just add your text 
to create a bespoke gift to treasure. The slate 
board has a food-safe wipe-clean surface and 
padded feet on the base to prevent scratching.
W25 x L23cm
41067 £15/€18
Personalise with up to 5 lines 15 characters per 
line including spaces. 

F. GLASS BUD VASE
This elegant bud vase is perfect for holding 
a simple but beautiful floral display whilst 
perfectly showing off your personalised 
engraved message. Flowers not included.
W4.9 X H20 cm
41066  £16/€19.50
Personalise with up to 5 lines 15 characters per 
line including spaces. 

D. SOLID BEECH
TEALIGHT HOLDER
ONLY

£19
€23

E. 
SLATE HEART 
PLATTER

£15
€18

F. GLASS BUD VASE
ONLY

£16
€19.50
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A. WHITE WOOD MONEY 
BOX
Solid wood money box 
perfect for saving up 
pennies for that much 
wanted treat! A lovely way 
to teach little ones the 
value of saving money 
or the perfect gift for the 
arrival of a new baby. An 
alternative to the traditional 
silver money box. Friends 
and family can pop their 
change in and once full, put 
towards something special 
and start saving all over 
again!
L15 x H11 x W8cm
41037   £25/€30
Personalise over 4 lines. 12 
characters per line including 
spaces. The top line will be a 
different font to the bottom 3 
lines as advertised.

Gifts for Little People

B. SOLID BEECH TOOTH FAIRY POT
A special tooth fairy box for a special tooth, pop 
it under your pillow and see what the tooth fairy 
brings. H3 x W4cm
41060 £15/€18
Personalise with name up to 12 characters. "Tooth 
Fairy Pot" is fixed text.

A.  
SLIDE OPEN
BASE

A. 
WHITE WOOD MONEY BOX

£25
€30

B. 
SOLID BEECH TOOTH FAIRY POT

£15
€18

C. 
KIDS 3 PIECE CUTLERY SET

£14
€17

C. KIDS 3 PIECE CUTLERY SET
Adorable 3 piece set especially designed for little 
hands.  This knife, fork and spoon make a gift that 
will be treasured and used every day.
L16cm 41061 £14/€17
The bear image is fixed.Personalise with up to 12 
letters.

FREE PERSONALISATION
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Personalise
with a name

D. MINI PINE JEWELLERY 
BOX
Featuring a fold out mirror 
and keepsake draw this is a 
lovely little jewellery box for 
storing bits and bobs.  
L12 x W10 x H6.5cm
41062
£27/€32.50
Personalise with a name up to 
12 characters. The wording ‘All’ 
and ‘Wonderful Things’ is  
fixed text.

E. SOLID WOOD STAR 
PLAQUE
A super white chunky 
freestanding  wooden star. A 
lovely gift to mark the birth 
of a new baby or a unique 
christening or birthday gift.
H16.3 x W16.3 x D2cm
41025    £19/€23
Personalise over 3 lines with 
up to 12 characters per line 
including spaces. The stars 
image are fixed.

D. 
MINI PINE 
JEWELLERY BOX

£27
€32.50

E. 
SOLID WOOD STAR 
PLAQUE

£19
€23

D.  
FEATURING 
PULL UP 
MIRROR AND 
SLIDE OPEN 
DRAW
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A. THE THING I LOVE ABOUT MY HOME FRAMED 
PRINT
This personalised framed print is the perfect 
housewarming gift for a new home or a gorgeous 
way to celebrate an existing family home. Just add 
family members names to create a unique feature 
print that suits any home.
Frame H28 x W23cm Print H22 x W17cm
41058  £19/€23
Personalise with up to 8 names and 10 characters per 
name. ‘‘The Thing I Love the most about my Home is 
who I share it with’’ is fixed text. 

B. SLATE HOUSE SIGN
Natural slate house shape sign with natural rope 
hanger. A touching and thoughtful gift simply 
add your message to make a sweet hanging sign 
suitable for any home. W22 x L24cm
41038 £22/€26.50
Personalise with up to 3 lines 20 characters per line 
including spaces. 'The wording ‘‘Home Sweet Home’' is 
fixed text.

Home Sweet Home FROM £19
A. 
THE THING I LOVE ABOUT MY HOME 
FRAMED PRINT

£19/€23

B. 
SLATE HOUSE SIGN

£22/€26.50

C. 
HEART SHAPED BAMBOO BOARD

£26/€31.50

€23

FREE PERSONALISATION
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C. HEART SHAPED BAMBOO BOARD
A romantic but useful keepsake with your own choice of a 
special message. Perfect for chopping or serving food this food 
safe heart shaped bamboo board is a welcome addition to any 
kitchen. 
W25 x D1.5 x L25 cm
41059  £26/€31.50
Personalise up to 4 lines with up to 18 characters per line including 
spaces.

D. STAINLESS STEEL TUMBLER WITH LID
Planning a picnic or garden party this summer? These 255ml 
lidded stainless steel tumblers are a must have. Keeping drinks 
hot for up to 12 hours and cold for up to 24 hours. Made from 
the highest quality stainless steel these tumblers are reusable 
and eco friendly. Say goodbye to smashed glasses and throw 
away plastic  and personalise a tumbler to make a gift that can 
be used again and again. A great way to celebrate hen do’s, stag 
do’s, birthdays and more! H12 x D9 cms
Gold  41039 Rose Gold  41040
Matt Pink  41042 Metallic Blue  41043
Silver  41041 £29/€35 Each
Personalise with 1 vertical line with up to 12 characters.

Stainless Steel Tumbler

Personalise
with a name

D. 
STAINLESS STEEL 
TUMBLER WITH LID

£29/€35 EACH

PREMIUM RUST RESISTANT 
STAINLESS STEEL

LATEST DOUBLE WALL 
TECHNOLOGY

ECO FRIENDLY

HIGH GRADE
MATERIAL

LEAKPROOF

TEMPERATURE
CONTROL

BPA FREE, REUSABLE 
AND SUSTAINABLE

AIRTIGHT, SCREW TOP LID 
PREVENTING LEAKS AND 
PRESERVING FRESHNESS



A. BLACK LEATHER WALLET
This luxury personalised black real leather wallet 
with stitch detailing is the perfect gift for any 
man wishing to keep his money, tickets & receipts 
in order. Features multiple card slots, a driver’s 
license/photo ID clear compartment, a coin 
compartment and a note compartment.
It comes with the latest RFID Blocking technology 
which will prevent any unauthorised access to 
card data or electronic pickpocketing. L11 x W9cm
41085 £19/€23
Personalise up to 12 characters on 1 line. Your 
message will be printed in all capitals as standard

B. LEATHER KEYRING
Add beautiful touch to your every day with our 
luxurious personalised brown leather keyring. 
The perfect little gift for a friend or a ‘just 
because’ treat for yourself. L8.5 x W3.5cm
 41086 £12/€14.50
Personalise up to 10 characters on one line. Your 
message will be printed in all capitals as standard

LUXURY LEATHER
FROM ONLY£12

B. 
LEATHER 
KEYRING

£12
€14.50

C. 
LEATHER HIP 
FLASK

£25
€30

A. 
BLACK 
LEATHER
WALLET 

£19
€23

€14.50

 For more information, contact your distributor:  

MK000014

C. LEATHER HIP FLASK
Add the ultimate distinguished finishing touch 
to any outdoor pursuit or celebration. Durable 
stainless steel flask with a black real leather sleeve 
and contrasting white stitch. 6oz capacity.
H9.5 x W9.5 x D2cm
Black 41087   £25/€30
Personalise up to 3 initials on one line. Your message 
will be printed in all capitals as standard.

FREE PERSONALISATION
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